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Americans can be forgiven for thinking President Obama was in South Korea attending a nuclear conference to deal with a
belligerent and nuclearized North Korea. After all, the communist North moved its latest long-range missile to a launch pad to
test sometime in April. Thanks to an open microphone, we now know that Obama isn’t all that interested in North Korea.
Instead, disarming the United States to please his Russian counterparts remains his chief objective.
“On all these issues, but particularly missile defense, this can be solved,” Obama told outgoing Russian President Dmitry
Medvedev, “But it’s important for him to give me space.”
“This is my last election,” pleaded Obama, “After my election I have more flexibility.”
A pleased Medvedev said, “I understand. I will transmit this information to Vladimir.”
The Vladimir in question is Vladimir Putin, incoming Russian president and former head of the Soviet KGB. Mexican drug
lords, it appears, aren’t the only ones anxious to see a fast and furious Oval Office return for Obama.
Thanks to an open microphone, we know that Obama has expanded his re-election effort beyond his Chicago base of operation
to include Moscow. And his new pal Vladimir will keep mum on the secret agreement Obama made with Russia to kill U.S.
missile defense until after the Manchurian candidate is re-elected.
Back in 2008 – the first time Obama ran for president – NBC’s Jim Popkin posted this little item on his blog:
“Today, Barack Obama made it official: He doesn’t have and can’t release any copies of the thesis-length paper he wrote 25
years ago while a senior at Columbia University … The New York Times … mentioned in passing that the presidential contender
had majored in political science at Columbia and had spent his time ‘writing his thesis on Soviet nuclear disarmament' …
[Obama] spokesman Ben LaBolt wouldn’t even say whether Sen. Obama threw out his copy or lost it.”
“The narrative is going to come out that Barack Obama met a bunch of silver ponytails back in the 1980s, like Bill [Ayers] and
Bernardine Dohrn, who – equally radical – said, ‘One day, we’re going to have the presidency’ … Barack Obama is a radical,
we should not be afraid to say that …” demanded a defiant Andrew Breitbart in his speech before the 2012 Conservative
Political Action Conference. “We are going to vet him,” Breitbart said of Obama.
Continuing to avoid the investigative scrutiny of America’s fourth estate – the same media that regale us with stories of Mitt
Romney’s dog and intimate details surrounding the birth and tragic death of baby Gabriel Santorum – Obama still remains a
mystery. But Obama’s cherished secrets are well known to Bill Ayers, Bernardine Dohrn and the KGB’s Vladimir.
It’s long past time the alternative media vets the Manchurian candidate.
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